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What Will Win Out in Midterms: “Hidden” GOP Voters, or
Democratic Vote Fraud?
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Amid talk of a Republican wave set to sweep
our country November 8, there are two
factors, working in opposition to each other,
that polls can’t measure. One is “hidden”
Republican voters.

The other is also hidden — massive
Democratic vote fraud.

Both absolutely, positively are realities, too.
The question is: Will they simply negate
each other, leaving us with results aligning
with current polling? Or will one factor be
dominant, with the result being a greater or
lesser Republican wave?

Even nonpartisan observers will concede that if ever a party was poised for a shellacking, it’s today’s
Democrats. As a more partisan commenter, Rajan Laad, correctly points out:

Biden’s misgovernance has caused immeasurable suffering for the citizens.

The annual inflation rate still remains at 8.2 percent causing the prices of regular items to
skyrocket.

The border is open, causing human-trafficking and the smuggling of illicit drugs. The influx
of millions of illegal migrants includes violent criminals, terrorists, and lifetime welfare
recipients.

The Democrats have also demonstrated totalitarian proclivities.

Following the COVID-19 pandemic, the Democrats imposed lockdowns and advocated
vaccine mandates, overriding the freedom of choice and movement that is an inherent right
in a democracy.

Biden attempted to set up a “Disinformation Governance Board” that planned to sit in
judgment of the utterances of citizens.

Parents who opposed the teaching of Critical Race Theory in school were branded as
domestic terrorists.

Congress’s January 6 Committee exists to persecute political opponents. Many January 6
protesters have been subjected to draconian punishment as well as imprisonment without
trial. President Trump continues to be hounded by the Democrats through probes on myriad
fronts.

The situation abroad is catastrophic.

Biden’s withdrawal caused instability in Afghanistan. There are now reports that al-Qaeda
and other terrorist organizations are in control of that troubled nation.
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A Department of Defense whistleblower report revealed that 324 of the individuals the
Biden administration evacuated from Afghanistan and welcomed into the U.S. have
appeared on terror watch lists, and U.S. authorities don’t know where they are.

The war in Ukraine continues to rage. The U.S. has sent over $60 billion in aid to Ukraine
with no transparency nor accountability.

Let’s add that our Ukraine policy — aggressively intervening in Russia’s own backyard, something
never done before — has us the closest to nuclear war we’ve ever been in history. Meanwhile, the
Democrats continue trying to drop cultural neutron bombs on America, pushing outrageously unpopular
and perverse agendas such as the “transgender” one. Crime is also raging and rising, yet Democrats
remain steadfast in their criminal-coddling policies.

Moreover, in what’s perhaps unprecedented for a political party, the Democrats literally have nothing
to run on (except perpetuating abortion, with Roe’s demise). They present no plans for remedying any
of the above problems; they offer no economic programs, no positive solutions. Their campaign strategy
is, rather, to demonize and hurl pejoratives. Vote for them because their opponents are, they aver,
racists, fascists, Nazis, terrorists, and Threats to Democracy™. Projecting all the way, the modern
Democratic Party is the embodiment of a 24/7 attack ad.

It’s so seemingly self-destructive that it has some wondering: Have the Democrats ceased trying to win
swing votes because they know they can just steal them?

This is where another pejorative will be hurled: election denier! But that cuts no ice. The Democrats
wrote the book on disputing elections, saying the GOP stole the 2000 contest for G.W. Bush and that
Russia helped President Trump steal the 2016 election — and Stacey Abrams had repeatedly insisted
she was robbed of Georgia’s governorship.

In reality, virtually all politics wonks and most Americans know there’s vote fraud. For example, in
2016, Democrat and then-NYC elections commissioner Alan Schulkin expressed support for voter ID
and said, “I think there is a lot of voter fraud.” A Democratic operative told the New York Post in 2020
that left-wing postal workers will sometimes discard mail-in ballots en masse that they know come from
GOP areas. He also said that he and his team have been committing mail-in vote fraud “on a grand
scale, for decades” and that it’s substantial enough to sway close elections. (For more information, click
here, here, here, here, here, here, here, and here.)

But then there’s that perhaps countervailing factor. Affirming past research, an election analyst just
stated that the polls are underestimating GOP support by five percent, a substantial margin in political
contests. The polls also underestimated support for Republicans in 2020, for Britain’s Brexit, and just
recently for Brazil’s conservatives by a staggering margin.

The issue, in the U.S., is at least partially that in this age of “wokeness,” cancel culture, and suspicion of
the establishment, some Republicans are reluctant to express politically incorrect passions to pollsters.
There’s contempt, too: I’ve actually heard conservatives say they purposely lie to pollsters. It’s
apparently an “in your face” kind of reaction.

How this will all shake out, precisely, is hard to say. That Republicans will make gains seems assured,
but vote fraud will limit them to some degree. This is more of a factor in Senate races than House ones,
mind you. Because the former are determined by statewide balloting, votes stolen in electoral-fraud-
hotbed big cities (e.g., Philadelphia) can swing a Senate race. They have no bearing, however, on a
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House race being contested in a different district 50 miles away (only on House races in those vote-
fraud hotbeds).

Regardless, that we even have to discuss voters afraid to reveal preferences due to distrust and votes
being stolen by the untrustworthy, speaks volumes about our nation’s moral state.
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